Learn a New Language!

Join others and investigate a new culture through language or just brush up on skills for upcoming travel.

Below is a sample of the many language resources available at the Hekman Library:

**Teach Yourself Swahili** Joan Russell. Includes bibliographical references and index. Book has both English and Swahili.

**The complete idiot's guide to learning French** / Gail Stein. Learning simple, basic grammar is the fastest, easiest, most efficient way to pick up French effortlessly.

**German quickly : a grammar for reading German** / April Wilson. Includes index and English grammar supplement.

**Learn Dutch now! [interactive multimedia]** : master program CD-ROM Computer-assisted instruction for English speakers

---

**Wireless Indeed... CAMPUS SAFETY ADVISES LAPTOP OWNERS TO NOT LEAVE YOUR COMPUTERS UNATTENDED**

In the last few months Hekman Library has had several laptops stolen. While we do use security cameras the best security is to use the “buddy system” when you need to step away for a few minutes. Report suspicious behavior to campus security: 526-6451

---

**Recent Reference**

**Profiles of Michigan**

Facts, figures & statistics for all 2,026 populated places in Michigan. This first edition book provides data on counties and inhabited communities in Michigan. There are seven sections covering: Profiles, Education, Ancestry, Hispanic Population, Asian Population, Weather, and Maps. All sections include comparative statistics (rankings) and full-color maps. A great Michigan resource, check it out!
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**Online Resource**

Project MUSE is a unique collaboration between libraries and publishers providing 100% full-text, online access to over 300 high quality humanities, arts, and social sciences journals from 60 scholarly publishers.

Hekman Library has access to the extensive Project MUSE collection. Every journal is thoroughly indexed and peer-reviewed, with critically acclaimed articles by the most respected scholars in their fields.

**We all like to stay connected...**

...but when you are in the Hekman Library, please consider setting your phone to vibrate.

To avoid being shushed by a librarian, please use the stairwells or the area between the double doors for your conversations.